Date perforating machines

Perforating machines may validate up to 25 sheets in one operation. With this machines, not one single punch symbol is used to mark the documents but various needles perforate a readable mark.

These machines are used for cancelling or validating invoices or business documents but also to brand company documents and to improve the look of business documents. Perforating machines are available as date or text perforating machines.

Applications:
Our perforation machines are primarily used for cancelling
- forms like tender documents
- business documents (validation of invoice, quotation, …)
- identity documents
- savings books
- cheque cards
- films and radiograms
- packaging

Date perforating machine Mod. PERFOSET I/D

Our date perforating machine Perfoset I/D is a small manual perforator. This machine is supplied with 18 figure slides for a 6 digits date in their standard version. The slides can be inserted and replaced fast and easily, 18 slides are sufficient to perforate any date. Also in the standard version included are two adjustable gauges, one on the side and one in the back of the perforator. This facilitates the exact positioning of the perforation.

The Perfoset I/D date perforating machine can mark up to 15 sheets of paper in one single operation. The insertion depth can be adjusted and reach a maximum of 75 mm. The date has a character size of 6 or 8 mm.

Instead of a date, this machine can be supplied with any figure or letter slides to perforate any letter/figure combination required. Additional, a fixed text can be added above or below the exchangeable figure line. The maximum width of the perforation can be up to 60 mm. A safety lock is also available to prevent unauthorised use. In case of order, please always state where on the forms the impression is required so that it appears legible.

Technical data:
- Character size: 6 mm, 8 mm
- Capacity: 15 sheets
- Insertion depth: 75 mm
- Weight: 6.7 kg
- Packaging dimensions: 43 x 34 x 20 cm

Options PERFOSET I/D
- Security lock
- Additional text line above or below

Date perforating machine PERFOSET II/D

The date perforating machine Perfoset II/D is our big manual perforator with a maximum capacity of 25 sheets. This machine is supplied with 18 figure slides for a 6 digits date in their standard version. The slides can be inserted and replaced fast and easily, 18 slides are sufficient to perforate any date. Also in the standard version included are two adjustable gauges, one on the side and one in the back of the perforator. This facilitates the exact positioning of the perforation.

With 110 mm, the insertion depth is also enlarged. The standard figure heights are 6, 8 or 10 mm. Instead of a date, this machine can be supplied with any figure or letter slides to perforate any letter/figure combination required. Additional, a fixed text can be added above or below the exchangeable figures. The maximum width of the perforation can be up to 88 mm. A safety lock is also available to prevent unauthorised use.

In case of order, please always state where on the forms the impression is required so that it appears legible.

Technical data:
- Character size: 6 mm, 8 mm, 10 mm
- Capacity: 25 sheets
- Insertion depth: 110 mm
- Weight: 12.2 kg
- Packaging dimensions: 52 x 33 x 23 cm

Options PERFOSET II/D
- Security lock
- Additional text line above or below
- Letter/number combinations
Text perforating machines

**Text perforating machine PERFOSET I/T**

Text perforating machines are used for cancelling or marking forms, trade samples, labels, films or plastic cards, for securing original documents or for decorating letters by a company logo.

Our Perfoset I/T is a small manual text perforator with a capacity of 15 sheets. The standard version includes a fixed text of up to 7 letters of your choice in 6 or 8 mm character size. The number of letters and the character size can be customized, the maximum marking area is 78 x 24 mm. Depending on the character size, more-line perforations are also possible.

Our text perforator Perfoset I/T comes together with a side and a rear gauge for exact positioning of the paper stack. The insertion depth can be adjusted up to a maximum of 75 mm.

To prevent unauthorised persons from working with this perforator, this model can be supplied with an additional security lock.

- Character size: 6 mm, 8 mm
- Capacity: 15 sheets
- Insertion depth: 75 mm
- Weight: 6.7 kg
- Packaging dimensions: 43 x 34 x 20 cm

---

**Options PERFOSET I/T**

- Security lock
- up to three lines
- Standard lettes or logos

---

**Text perforating machine PERFOSET II/T**

The text perforating machine Perfoset II/T is the more powerful manual cancelling machine in our range.

In its standard version, paper stacks up to 25 sheets can be perforated in one operating easily. The standard version includes a fixed text of 7 letters of your choice in 6, 8 or 10 mm. The number of letters and the character size can be customised, the maximum perforation area is 118 x 32 mm, more-line perforations are possible. Please note that the capacity of this machine is reduced with an increasing number of letters.

Also in the standard version included are two adjustable gauges, one in the rear and one on the side of the perforator to facilitate an exact positioning of the perforation. In addition, the text perforating machine Perfoset II/T can be equipped with a security lock to prevent unauthorized persons to use this machine.

Technical data:
- Character size: 6 mm, 8 mm, 10 mm
- Capacity: 25 sheets
- Insertion depth: 110 mm
- Weight: 7.5 kg
- Packaging dimensions: 52 x 33 x 23 cm

---

**Options PERFOSET II/T**

- Security lock
- up to three lines
- Standard lettes or logos

---

**Text perforating machine PERFOSET II/TA**

Our text perforating machine Perfoset II/TA is identical in size and function. Instead of the fixed text, this machine comes with exchangeable text slides to make this machine more versatile.

Technical data:
- Character size: 6 mm, 8 mm, 10 mm
- Capacity: 25 sheets
- Insertion depth: 110 mm
- Weight: 7.5 kg
- Packaging dimensions: 52 x 33 x 23 cm
Date perforating machines

**Date perforating machine Office D**

The date perforating machine Office D is a small but powerful electric perforator. This machine is able to perforate up to 20 sheets of paper in one single operation.

The Office D Perforator comes with 18 figure slides to perforate a complete 6 digits date. The slides are inserted in and removed from the machine fast and easily. Additional, one fixed text line can be placed above or below the date line, the width of each line may reach a maximum of 80 mm. The perforation is released by a comfortable lateral manual trigger. On request, a foot switch is also available to facilitate the work even more.

Our date perforating machine Office D can be supplied with 6, 8 or 10 mm character size. A safety lock is also available on request to prevent unauthorized use.

In case of order, please always state where on the forms the impression is required so that it appears legible.

**Technical data:**
- Character size: 6 mm, 8 mm, 10 mm
- Capacity: 20 sheets
- Insertion depth: 42 mm
- Weight: 18 kg
- Packaging dimensions: 54 x 39 x 33 cm

**Text perforating machine Office T**

The text perforator Office T is a small but powerful electric text perforating machine for medium-quantity applications.

This machine can be equipped with two lines of fixed text up to a maximum of 80 mm width. In its standard version, this perforator can perforate up to 20 sheets of paper with 7 fixed letters. The perforation itself is effected by a lateral fastened push-button. Additional, a foot switch is also available for even more comfortable use. The insertion depth is limited to 42 mm.

A safety lock is also available to prevent unauthorised persons from working with this machine.

**Technical data:**
- Character size: 6 mm, 8 mm, 10 mm
- Capacity: 20 sheets
- Insertion depth: 42 mm
- Weight: 18 kg
- Packaging dimensions: 54 x 39 x 33 cm

**Options Office D + Office T**

- Security lock
- Foot switch
- Additional text line above or below

**Perforation Office D + Office T**
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The text perforator Office Z is a small but powerful electric number perforating machine for medium-quantity applications. In its construction identical with the text perforator Office T, this machine offers a great const/performance ratio.

This perforator is equipped with 6 number wheels in its standard version. According to the character height, the machine can be supplied with more number wheels up to a maximum width of 80 mm. Each figure wheel comprises 12 places, in standard 0-9, a spacer and a symbol of your choice. Therefore, it is also possible to perforate a date like 31.12.09 with our Office Z as well. The desired figure combination is set by a small pin manually.

You can choose between 5 different character sizes from 5.5 mm to 10.0 mm. In special manufacturing, letter wheels are also possible on request. The maximum insertion depth is 42 mm.

Our number perforating machine Office Z can perforate up to the 20 sheets of paper in one single operation. The perforation is effected by a lateral push-button. For even more comfortable use, this perforator can be supplied with a foot switch. To prevent unauthorised persons from using this machine, an additional safety lock is also available.

Technical data:
- Character size: 5.5 mm, 6.5 mm, 7.0 mm, 8.5 mm, 10 mm
- Capacity: 20 sheets
- Insertion depth: 42 mm
- Weight: 18 kg
- Packaging dimensions: 54 x 39 x 33 cm

Options Office Z
- Security lock
- Foot switch
- Various character sizes
- Versatile combination of letters and figures
- Perforation can be changed easily
- Also available as date perforator
Date perforating machines

**Date perforating machine PERFOSET E/D**

Our date perforating machine Perfoset E/D is a powerful and reliable machine for everlasting and secure marking of documents. Without any physical force, paper stacks up to a maximum of 25-30 sheets can be perforated in one operation.

The Perfoset E/D is designed for high demands in the office or industrial sector. In its standard version, this perforator comes with 18 figure slides to perforate a 6-digit date in 6, 8 or 10 mm character size. Due to its high power, an arbitrary number of interchangeable letters or figures can be perforated in one line with a maximum width of 100 mm. Please note, that even with 20 characters the capacity is still 15-20 sheets of paper. Additional, a fixed text above or below the date is also possible.

Our perforator is equipped with an adjustable gauge one the side and in the rear of the machine in order to enable an exact positioning of the impression on the forms.

The perforation is released by a comfortable lateral manual trigger. On request, a foot switch is also available to facilitate the work even more. A security lock is also available to prevent unauthorised use.

In case of order, please always state where on the forms the impression is required so that it appears legible.

**Technical data:**
- Character size: 6 mm, 8 mm, 10 mm
- Capacity: 25 – 30 sheets
- Insertion depth: 105 mm
- Weight: 28 kg
- Packaging dimensions: 59 x 39 x 27 cm

**Options PERFOSET E/D**
- Security lock
- Foot switch
- Additional text line above or below
- Automatic release
- Stroke counter
- Working table

**Date perforating machine PERFOSET ES/D**

For highest volume requirements, the date perforator Perfoset ES/D will be the perforating machine of your choice. This machine comes with a especially strong geared motor and is thus suitable for continuous operation. The perforation is released by a foot switch, which belongs to the standard equipment. Also standard equipment is a robust working table.

The capacity of this perforator is 25-30 sheets with up to 10 digits in 8 or 10 mm character size. Due to its high power, an arbitrary number of interchangeable letters or figures can be perforated in one line with a maximum width of 100 mm. Even with 30 digits, you can still perforate about 25 sheets of paper. Additional, a fixed text above or below the date is also possible.

Our perforator is equipped with an adjustable gauge one the side and in the rear of the machine in order to enable an exact positioning of the impression on the forms.

A security lock is also available to prevent unauthorised use.

In case of order, please always state where on the forms the impression is required so that it appears legible.

**Technical data:**
- Character size: 6 mm, 8 mm, 10 mm
- Capacity: 25 – 30 sheets
- Insertion depth: 105 mm
- Weight: 90 kg
- Packaging dimensions: 120 x 49 x 92 cm
Text perforating machines

**Text perforating machine PERFOSET E/T**

The electric text perforating machine Perfoset E/T is a powerful perforator for quick and easy cancelling or marking of documents, samples, labels, films or plastic cards without any effort.

Our electric perforators are very powerful machines designed for high demands. In its standard version, the Perfoset E/T comes with a fixed text including up to 7 letters. In special manufacturing, the number of letters can be increased to a maximum width of 110 mm. In addition, more-line printing up to three lines is also possible in special manufacturing.

The letters are available in 6, 8 or 10 mm, special character sizes are also possible. To facilitate exact positioning of the perforation, this perforator comes with an adjustable side and rear gauge. The insertion depth can be adjusted up to a maximum of 105 mm from the edge of paper to the center of the perforation. The perforation is effected by a lateral push-button, a foot switch or an automatic release is also available on demand.

Our number perforating machine Office Z can perforate up to the 20 sheets of paper in one single operation. The perforation is effected by a lateral push-button. For even more comfortable use, this perforator can be supplied with a foot switch. To prevent unauthorised persons from using this machine, an additional safety lock is also available.

**Technical data:**
- Character size: 5.5 mm, 6.5 mm, 7.0 mm, 8.5 mm, 10 mm
- Capacity: 20 sheets
- Insertion depth: 42 mm
- Weight: 18 kg
- Packaging dimensions: 54 x 39 x 33 cm

**Text perforating machine PERFOSET ES/T**

Our heavy duty perforating machine Perfoset ES/T is a most powerful perforator for the permanent marking of documents, labels, film, packaging and tenders in offices and administrations. This machine is equipped with an extra strong electronic motor and allows marking of paper stacks up to 25-30 sheets without any effort.

The Perfoset ES/T perforator comes with a working table and a foot switch for high-volume demands. Also in the standard package included is an adjustable side and rear gauge for the exact positioning of the paper stacks and the perforation. The insertion depth is adjustable to a maximum of 105 mm.

In its standard version, the Perfoset ES/T comes with a fixed text including up to 7 letters. In special manufacturing, the number of letters can be increased to a maximum width of 110 mm. In addition, more-line printing up to three lines is also possible in special manufacturing. The letters are available in 6, 8 or 10 mm, special character sizes are also possible.

Further options to this text perforating machine are a security lock, a counter, special gauges and an automatic release.

**Technical data:**
- Character size: 6 mm, 8 mm, 10 mm
- Capacity: 25 - 30 sheets
- Insertion depth: 105 mm
- Weight: 90 kg
- Packaging dimensions: 120 x 49 x 92 cm
Date perforating machine 2000 E/D

Our date perforating machine 2000 E/D is a strong and reliable perforator with interchangeable slides. In its standard version, this machine comes as a 6 digit date perforator. However, any combination (figures and letters, up to 100 mm width) can be perforated with this machine. 100 mm width corresponds to 12 to 14 slides in 8 mm height. This perforator has a new motor-gearbox, the motor itself runs very quite so that this machine is the choice in banks, teller’s desks and in offices.

The perforation is released by a foot switch to allow one-hand operation. Up to 30 sheets of paper can be marked in one operation, the character size may vary between 8 and 10 mm. This machine comes with an adjustable rear and side gauge to position the perforation exactly. The maximum insertion depth is 42 mm.

A security lock is also available to prevent unauthorised use, a counter is also available for this machine.

In case of order, please always state where on the forms the impression is required so that it appears legible.

Technical data:
- Character size: 6 mm, 8 mm, 10 mm
- Capacity: 25 – 30 sheets
- Insertion depth: 42 mm
- Weight: 38.5 kg
- Packaging dimensions: 36 x 66 x 40 cm

Applications:
Our perforation machines are primarily used for cancelling
- forms like tender documents
- business documents (validation of invoice, quotation, …)
- identity documents
- savings books
- cheque cards
- films and radiograms
- packaging

Options 2000 E/D
- Security lock
- Additional text line above or below
- Automatic release
- Stroke counter
- Extra-large machine
(perforation more than 100 mm width)